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Introduction to Rotary Screw
Compressors and Compressed Air
Management is a one day seminar cover-
ing the fundamentals of Compressed Air and
Air Conservation principles.  The course
offers personal attention and one on one
interaction with Industry professionals.  All
questions will be answered.

Advance registration is required.
Level I is a prerequisite to Level II

The class is divided into two sections.
The first being an informal lecture where
questions are encouraged.  Topics covered
include Rotary Screw Compressor Controls,
Maintenance, After a catered lunch, small
groups are taken into our shop for “hands-
on” instruction.

Every attendee has the opportunity to learn
air conservation principles that will save
money within their individual system.  The
theories and practices introduced, when
applied, will provide clean, dry, stable air at
a reduced energy cost.

Schedule
8:30am  Breakfast, Introductions,
9:00am Introduction to Rotary Screws
10:00am Rotary Screw Controls
11:00am Air Quality
12:00  Lunch
12:45pm Compressed Air Management
2:00pm Demonstrations
2:45pm Compressed Air Analysis

All attendees receive a certificate of completion.

Location
Power Suppy Industries Corporate

Headquarters is located in Fenton, MO, 20
Miles south west of St. Louis.  A training
center in our facility allows us to seat 35
people comfortably and has advanced multi-
media presentation equipment.

Please call our office for a list of nearby
lodging and restauraunts if you are staying
overnight.

Compressed Air Seminar.
How well do you know your

Compressed Air System? Do you recog-
nize problems before the system goes down?
Learn about system management, conservation
principles, and preventative maintenance in a
one day seminar.

Thousands of people have attended and
participated in this level I seminar.  Many
attendees in the St. Louis area have applied
and implemented these principals in their plant
and collectively saved their companies more
than $2,000,000 last year alone.

Compressed air is considered a hidden utili-
ty in industry.  The largest motors in most
plants are on the Air Compressors.  Many peo-
ple do not realize the cost of compressed air.
Without proper air management, that cost
becomes lost in the electric bill.

How often is compressed air maintenance
a daily routine?  Compressed air equipment is
mechanical, and therefore needs proper main-
tenance.  We will work with you on setting up
regular preventative maintenance schedules
avoiding costly downtime.

Power Supply Industries.


